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Abstract

In two self-paced reading experiments, subject relative clauses
(e.g., ‘the woman who saw the man’) were read faster than
object relative clauses (‘the woman who the man saw’) in
Japanese. Previous formulations of working-memory factors
do not predict the patterns observed. A preference to complete
fragments as object relative clauses indicates that ambiguity
and expectation are unlikely to explain the reading-time data.
The results support the proposal that accessibility of the posi-
tion relativized affects how natural the relative clause is as a
statement about the modified noun.
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Introduction

An accessibility hierarchy of grammatical roles has been

shown to constrain the grammaticality of relative clauses in

49 typologically distinct languages (Keenan & Comrie, 1977;

also Comrie, 2007, for a recent summary). Subjects are

ranked higher than objects to reflect the observation that more

languages allow subject relative clauses than object relative

clauses. Postnominal relative clauses as in (1) follow the

modified noun woman (brackets mark the boundaries of the

embedded clause; the extraction site or gap is coindexed with

the modified noun, or filler).

(1) a. Subject relative clause (postnominal)

the womani [that gapi saw the man]

b. Object relative clause (postnominal)

the woman j [that the man saw gap j]

In languages that allow both alternatives, subject relatives

are predicted to be easier to understand, that is, comprehen-

sion is facilitated when woman is interpreted as the subject of

the embedded verb saw as in (1a). The subject advantage

is well-documented for constructions in which both nouns

are animate (man and woman in (1); Dutch: Mak, Vonk &

Schriefers, 2002; English: Traxler, Moris & Seely, 2002; in-

ter alia). We report evidence supporting accessibility as a

factor in the comprehension of relative clauses in Japanese.

Japanese is an SOV (subject-object-verb order) language

and relative clauses are prenominal as they precede the mod-

ified noun as in (2).

(2) a. Subject relative clause (prenominal)

[gapi dansei-o mita] joseii
man-acc saw woman

‘the woman that saw the man’

b. Object relative clause (prenominal)

[dansei-ga gap j mita] josei j

man-nom saw woman

‘the woman that the man saw’

The words and their order are exactly the same except for

the case marker on the coargument, ‘man’ (i.e., the argument

inside the embedded clause). When the coargument is an ac-

cusative object, extraction is from subject position; when it is

a nominative subject, extraction is from object position. This

similarity allows for a cleaner comparison between the con-

structions as it avoids comparing words with different parts

of speech as is often the case in languages such as English.

As a universal constraint, the accessibility hierarchy pre-

dicts subject relatives to be easier to understand in Japanese.

The prediction is supported by off-line judgments (e.g.,

difficulty ratings, Sheldon, 1976) and self-paced reading

(Ishizuka, Nakatani & Gibson, 2003; Miyamoto & Naka-

mura, 2003; Ueno & Garnsey, 2008, Experiment 1, also Ex-

periment 2, for event related potential data). But these stud-

ies fail to address alternative explanations, especially those

related to ambiguity factors, which we discuss later in this

introduction. Moreover, some aspects of the preference are

better explained by a new type of accessibility.

The object before subject preference

Although often described as taking two arguments, transitive

verbs are more closely associated with their direct objects

than their subjects (Marantz, 1984; the verb-object bonding

principle, Tomlin, 1986). A transitive verb can thus be rep-

resented as a function that takes the direct object as its only

argument to yield a one-place predicate, which in turn takes

the subject as its argument. Hence, the semantic role of the

object is assigned by the verb, and the role of the subject is

assigned by the verb-object compound (Marantz, 1984).

This subject-object asymmetry leads to a processing pref-

erence to assign the role of the object more locally than the

role of the subject (the object before subject bias or ObS). Lo-

cality is assumed to be determined by clause structure. Rel-

ative clauses are statements about the modified noun, that is,

they are functions that are applied onto the modified noun. In-

tuitively, we must understand what the statement means (e.g.,

determine the semantic roles of the coargument) to apply the

statement to the modified noun.

In subject relative clauses, the object is in the same clause

as the verb and receives its semantic role first. Next, the
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object-verb complex assigns a semantic role to the subject

(see the left-hand side of Figure 1). Therefore, the seman-

tic role assigned to the modified noun is congruent with the

statement that the relative clause makes about this noun.

Subject RC Object RC

Figure 1: Order of semantic-role assignment in Japanese

In object relative clauses, the verb assigns a semantic role

to the modified noun (its object) and only then the object-verb

as a unit assigns a role to the coargument inside the relative

clause (the subject; see Figure 1). The statement that the rela-

tive clause makes about the modified noun is complex in that

it is partly based on the modified noun itself and it does not

match the order in which roles are assigned by the verb.

The ObS maintains the intuition from traditional accessi-

bility that extraction position affects the naturalness of the

relative clause as a statement about the modified noun. But

in traditional accessibility the hierarchy is fixed (Keenan &

Comrie, 1977) and it incorrectly predicts that subject extrac-

tion is always favored (Nakamura & Miyamoto, 2013).

Ambiguity in relative clauses in Japanese

There are no markers in Japanese that differentiate relative

clauses from simple clauses (i.e., clauses without extractions

such as adjunct, matrix or complement clauses). The relative

clauses in (2) can be initially interpreted as simple clauses

with an argument left implicit or dropped. Subject extraction

is less likely to be affected by this type of ambiguity because

the relative clause may be detected as soon as the coargument

is read for the following reasons. First, the object coargument

is an early indicator that there is no subject in the clause (al-

though possible, a subject rarely follows an object; e.g., less

than 2% of accusative objects are followed by a subject in a

newspaper corpus, Miyamoto & Nakamura, 2005). Second,

in a null context, the missing subject lacks a referent, there-

fore the relative-clause interpretation has been claimed to be

favored so that a referent can be provided (Ishizuka, 2005).

In object relative clauses, the subject coargument provides

little information about an upcoming object NP. It is only at

the predicate (e.g., ‘saw’ in (2b)) that it is clear that the object

is missing. In short, subject relatives may be detected as soon

as the coargument NP is read, while object relatives may not

be noticed until past the embedded predicate.

Alternative explanations

One line of research has articulated a compelling alternative

to accessibility models by proposing that working-memory

factors such as decay and interference increase the difficulty

in creating the dependency between the modified noun and

the extraction position. In English, more material intervenes

a. Object relative clause: man-nom saw womani

↑

b. Subject relative clause: man-acc saw womani

↑

Figure 2: Linear decay in Japanese (horizontal lines mark

the material that contributes to decay; vertical arrows indicate

from where in the sentence retrieval occurs)

from the modified noun to the object position than to the sub-

ject position, therefore these proposals correctly predict more

difficulty in object relative clauses such as (1b).1 The follow-

ing is a summary of working-memory factors proposed in the

literature and their predictions for Japanese.

A. Linear-span decay is based on the material in the sentence

intervening between the modified noun and the extraction po-

sition (metrics based on number of words, King & Just, 1991;

new discourse referents, Gibson, 1998). For Japanese, greater

difficulty is predicted for subject relatives than for object rel-

atives (see Figure 2).

B. Temporal-span decay measures the material processed

from the moment in time an element was inserted in the repre-

sentation until the time it is retrieved (Lewis, Vasishth, & van

Dyke, 2006). A missing object is only detectable when the

transitive verb is read, thus an empty object position is cre-

ated after the verb is read and this is the point in time that is

relevant for object relatives (Figure 3a). Figure 3b illustrates

the observation that a sentence-initial object can indicate that

the subject is missing from its canonical position, therefore

an empty subject position may be created when the object is

read and decay will start from that point in time.

Predictions may change depending on reactivation.

C. Reactivation of a constituent can reverse decay, facilitat-

ing retrieval (Lewis, Vasishth, & van Dyke, 2006). Therefore,

when a constituent was last reactivated, as opposed to when it

was first inserted in the representation, may be a better indica-

tor of temporal decay. In relative clauses in Japanese, both the

extraction position and the coargument are reactivated at the

embedded verb, but predictions depend on reactivation order.

C1. Simultaneous reactivation of the two positions will lead

a. Object relative: man-nom saw womani

↑

b. Subject relative: man-acc saw womani

(no reactivation at saw) ↑

Figure 3: Temporal decay in Japanese (horizontal lines mark

the material that contributes to decay; vertical arrows indicate

the point in time the empty position is retrieved from)

1If relative clauses and modified nouns are directly associated
without the mediation of gaps (Pickering & Barry, 1991), working-
memory factors predict no extraction advantage in languages with
verb-final embedded clauses such as Dutch, German, Japanese.
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them to have similar activation levels when the modified noun

is read, therefore subject and object relatives are predicted to

be equally easy to process (Kwon, Lee, Gordon, Kluender &

Polinsky, 2010). But reactivation at the verb is linguistically

motivated (as arguments are linked to the verb), and linguistic

constraints may affect reactivation order as in the following

two alternatives.

C2. Canonical reactivation requires arguments to be reacti-

vated in the canonical, most common, order of the language

(i.e., subject and then object). Hence, the object position

should have an advantage as the last one to be reactivated

and object relatives should be easier than subject relatives.

C3. ObS-based reactivation assumes that the ObS is imple-

mented as a constraint on reactivation. The object is reacti-

vated first to be associated with the verb, then the O-V com-

pound is applied onto the subject, which is thus reactivated

last. Hence, subject relatives should be easier to process.

D. Interference from similarity is another factor related to

working memory that has been discussed in the literature. In-

terference should occur when the case marker on the coargu-

ment and the modified noun are the same, increasing confus-

ability (Kwon et al, 2010; also Gordon, Hendrick & Johnson,

2001, for other types of similarity-related difficulty).

The predictions by working memory and accessibility may

be obscured by other factors, especially ambiguity.

E. Expectation-based models predict that an interpretation

is easier to understand if it is more likely to be generated dur-

ing production (as measured by, for example, fragment com-

pletions). Results in English suggest that object relatives are

less predictable because they allow more alternative interpre-

tations as the sentence unfolds, thus requiring longer reading

times to zero in on the intended interpretation (Gennari &

MacDonald, 2008; inter alia). But expectation may fail to

predict the exact point of greatest difficulty in English (Grod-

ner & Gibson, 2005) and, in some formulations, expectation

is not relevant in long-distance dependencies (Levy, 2008).

Supporting contexts may reduce ambiguity and allow

working-memory effects to be measured more clearly. In

one such study in Japanese, subject relatives were found to

be harder to process than object relatives (Ishizuka, Nakatani

& Gibson, 2006; but see Kwon, Lee, Gordon, Kluender &

Polinsky, 2010, footnote 12, for communication from Edward

Gibson reporting failure to replicate and retracting the result;

see also Roland, Mauner, O’Meara & Yun, 2012, for context-

related factors facilitating object relatives in English, and

Sato, 2011, who failed to replicate such effects in Japanese).

We report two self-paced reading experiments confirm-

ing the subject advantage for relative clauses in Japanese.

The advantage is not explained by previous formulations of

working-memory factors (Gibson, 1998; Gordon, Hendrick

& Johnson, 2001; King & Just, 1991; Lewis, Vasishth, & van

Dyke, 2006; inter alia). Expectation-based models (Gennari

& MacDonald, 2008) are unlikely to be relevant either given

the results of two fragment-completion questionnaires.

Experiment 1

Method

Participants Thirty native Japanese speakers undergradu-

ates at the University of Tsukuba were paid to participate.

Materials Twelve pairs of items (see (3) for an example)

were distributed into two lists according to a Latin Square

design so that each sentence in a pair appeared in one list.

(3) a. Subject relative clause

Daikigyo-no keesya-o maekara utagatteita

company’s manager-acc a while distrusting-was

kanryo-wa totemo mukutida.

bureaucrat-top very quiet-is

‘The bureaucrat who has distrusted the company man-

ager for a while is very quiet.’

b. Object relative clause

Daikigyo-no keesya-ga maekara utagatteita

company’s manager-nom a while distrusting-was

kanryo-wa totemo mukutida.

bureaucrat-top very quiet-is

‘The bureaucrat who the company manager has dis-

trusted for a while is very quiet.’

Each sentence was shown one region at a time on a single

line in a non-cumulative fashion using double-byte charac-

ters with the uniform-width Japanese font MS Mincho. The

segmentation used is indicated with spaces in (3).

Norming 1 The predictions by expectation-based models

(Gennari & MacDonald, 2008) depend on production prefer-

ences. Therefore, 42 native Japanese speakers who did not

participate in the reading-time study, were shown fragments

ending at the embedded verb (e.g., ‘distrusting-was’ in (3))

and were asked to write completions for them. There were

more object relatives than subject relatives (Median of the

difference = 1; two-tailed Exact Wilcoxon Signed Rank,

function wilcoxsign test in the package coin, R Development

Core Team, 2009; Wilcoxon, for short: Z1 = 3.47, P < .001;

Z2 = 2.86, P < .01; see Ueno & Garnsey, 2008, for simi-

lar results). Contrary to previous reports, the object advan-

tage held even when the comparison was restricted to rela-

tive clauses with animate modified nouns, which are the most

similar to the items in the reading experiment (Median = 1;

Wilcoxon: Z1 = 2.41, P < .05; Z2 = 2.59, P < .05), probably

because we chose embedded verbs that were biased towards

animate objects. Therefore, expectation-based models should

predict an object advantage in the reading time data.

Norming 2 To ensure that the two types of relative clauses

are equally plausible, simple transitive sentences were cre-

ated by placing the modified noun in the intended extraction

position in the embedded clause. Thirty-two native Japanese

speakers, who did not participate in any of the other studies,

rated each sentence on a 5-point scale (1 as natural and 5 as
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strange). No difference was detected (subject: 1.74; object:

1.66; Wilcoxon: Zs < 1).

Results and discussion

In the crucial region, the modified noun ‘bureaucrat’, sub-

ject relatives were marginally faster than object relatives

(F1(1,28) = 2.96, MSe = 92,790, P = .096; F2(1,10) = 4.94,

MSe = 15,300, P = .051). A spillover was observed in the

following region, which contained the same words across the

two conditions, and the difference was reliable at this point

(F1(1,28) = 11.19, MSe = 12,933, P < .01; F2(1,10) = 6.63,

MSe = 10,210, P < .05).

The results suggest that subject relative clauses are easier

to process than object relative clauses, replicating previous

results (Ishizuka, Nakatani & Gibson, 2003; Miyamoto &

Nakamura, 2003; Sheldon, 1976; Ueno & Garnsey, 2008).

This is compatible with accessibility and the ObS in partic-

ular, but not with previous formulations of working-memory

factors (e.g., Gibson, 1998; King & Just, 1991).

Temporal-span models (Lewis, Vasishth, & van Dyke,

2006) can account for the results if reactivation at the embed-

ded predicate obeys the ObS. To date, we know of no other

formulation of working-memory factors that has the poten-

tial to provide an explanation for the subject preference in

the Japanese constructions discussed in this paper. However,

even ObS-based reactivation fails to account for other types

of relative clauses in Japanese, such as those with the coargu-

ment dropped (Nakamura & Miyamoto, 2013).

Difficulty in object relatives was observed even though

they were more expected according to Norming 1 (contra

Gennari & MacDonald, 2008).

Experiment 2

The role of the modified noun in the outer clause (usually the

matrix clause) has also been implicated in the comprehension

of relative clauses. Parallelism predicts facilitation when the

extraction site and the modified noun share properties such as

grammatical role (Sheldon, 1976). Alternatively, facilitation

occurs when the two positions share the same case marker

(Sauerland & Gibson, 1998). This type of case-marking at-

traction is grammaticalized in some languages so that the

case marker on the modified noun can affect the marker on

the relative pronoun or vice-versa (e.g., Ancient Greek, Per-

sian; see Keenan, 1981, for examples). We controlled for

these factors in this experiment.

Method

Participants Thirty-two native speakers of Japanese at the

Future University Hakodate, who had not participated in the

other studies, were paid to participate in the experiment.

Materials Twelve pairs of items were used with the same

procedure as in the first experiment. The following is an ex-

ample pair.

(4) a. Subject relative clause

Kinjono obaasan-o basutei-made miokutta

neighbor-gen woman-acc bus-stop-to accompanied

onnanoko-ni-wa sanpochuuno inu-ga jareteita.

girl-dat-top walk dog-nom frolicking-was

‘As for the girl who accompanied the woman from the

neighborhood to the bus stop, a dog taken for a walk

was frolicking around (her).’

b. Object relative clause

Kinjono obaasan-ga basutei-made miokutta

neighbor-gen woman-nom bus-stop-to accompanied

onnanoko-ni-wa sanpochuuno inu-ga jareteita.

girl-dat-top walk dog-nom frolicking-was

‘As for the girl who the woman from the neighborhood

accompanied to the bus stop, a dog taken for a walk

was frolicking around (her).’

Following previous studies (Ishizuka, Nakatani & Gibson,

2003; Ueno & Garnsey, 2008), the modified noun (‘girl’

in (4)) was marked with the dative marker ni and the topic

marker wa. The two combined particles are not shared with

either of the extraction positions (the nominative-subject or

the accusative-object positions), therefore there should be no

interference from attraction (Keenan, 1981; Sauerland & Gib-

son, 1998). A sentence-initial animate noun marked with ni

is usually interpreted as an indirect object, therefore a strict

interpretation of parallelism (requiring the exact same gram-

matical role for the extraction position in the relative clause

and for the modified noun in the matrix clause; Sheldon,

1976) would also predict no difference between the two types

of relative clauses. But to the extent that ni-marked objects

are more similar to direct objects than to subjects,2 a looser

version of parallelism may favor object relative clauses.

Perspective shift elaborates on parallelism by considering

whose point of view is adopted as the representation for the

event is built. According to work on Hungarian (MacWhin-

ney & Pleh, 1988), perspective depends on whether the lan-

guage is subject-prominent (SP; i.e., languages in which sen-

tences are based on the relation between subject and predi-

cate; e.g., Indo-European languages) or topic-prominent (TP;

in which sentences are based on the relation between topic

and comment; e.g., Chinese; Li & Thompson, 1976). In TP

languages like Hungarian, parallelism is claimed to hold for

topics. In particular, a sentence-initial object is the topic in

Hungarian, therefore its perspective is adopted, and because

of parallelism, there is a preference for relative clauses to

be object extracted when they modify a topicalized object

(MacWhinney & Pleh, 1988).

The test sentences in (4) are TP constructions because the

dative object ‘girl’ is topicalized with the marker wa; there-

2For example, the object of verbs such as au ‘meet’, intabyusuru
‘interview’, denwasuru ‘call/phone’ is a direct object in English, but
it is marked with the dative ni in Japanese.
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fore, similar to Hungarian, perspective shift should favor ob-

ject extraction.3

Norming 3 A new group of 46 native speakers of Japanese

participated. As in Norming 1, there were more object

relative-clause completions (66.3%) than subject relative

clauses (52.45%; Wilcoxon: Z1 = 3.04, P < .01; Z2 =

2.36, P < .05). The same trends were observed when counts

were restricted to relative clauses with head nouns depicting

humans (object relatives: 61.7%; subject relatives: 51.1%;

Wilcoxon: Z1 = 2.73, P < .01; Z2 = 2.05, P < .05).

Norming 4 As in Norming 2, no plausibility difference be-

tween the subject condition (1.9) and the object condition

(1.73; where 1 was natural and 5 was strange; Wilcoxon:

Ps > .2) according to 16 native Japanese speakers, who had

not participated in any of the other studies reported.

Results and discussion

In the critical region (‘girl’ in (4)), there was a numerical ad-

vantage for subject relatives. The difference was reliable in

the following region, which contained the same words across

the two conditions (P < .05; function lmer in the package

lme4, R Development Core Team, 2009). Moreover, the coar-

gument in five items was a proper name while in the remain-

ing seven items it was a common noun. Because the modified

noun was always a common noun, proper names should de-

crease confusability and facilitate comprehension, but there

was no interaction when type of noun was included in the

analysis (P > .8; contra Gordon, Hendrick & Johnson, 2001).

The results replicated the advantage for subject relatives

over object relatives. Because the modified noun was

marked dative-topic, factors such as parallelism (Sheldon,

1976), attraction (Keenan, 1981; Sauerland & Gibson, 1998)

and perspective shift (MacWhinney & Pleh, 1988; Mitsugi,

MacWhinney & Shirai, 2010) incorrectly predict an ob-

ject preference or no preference between the two types of

relative clauses. The subject advantage is not compatible

with expectation-based models either (Gennari & MacDon-

ald, 2008) given that there was an advantage for object rela-

tives in the completion results of Norming 3.

General discussion

We can classify languages into four types according to the

positions of the relative clause (prenominal or postnominal)

and the object (OV or VO) as follows: postnominal/SVO

(e.g., English, French), postnominal/SOV (Dutch, German),

prenominal/SVO (Chinese), and prenominal/SOV (Japanese,

Korean, Turkish). Previous discussions of working-memory

3Before the topicalized noun is read, the sentences may be mis-
taken for SP constructions. It has been argued that perspective in
SP relatives may remain unspecified after an accusative NP is read,
therefore no shift occurs and subject extraction may be relatively
easy (Mitsugi, MacWhinney & Shirai, 2010). However, it is unclear
what exactly an unspecified perspective entails for the kind of rep-
resentation assumed in perspective shift. Even the “neutral” point of
view of an uninvolved spectator or the speaker would still require a
shift when the perspective of the modified noun is adopted.

factors correctly predict the subject advantage in both types

of postnominal languages as well as the object advantage in

prenominal/SVO languages (Hsiao & Gibson, 2003; Lin &

Garnsey, 2011; inter alia). The exception is prenominal/SOV

languages, for which working-memory factors predict no dif-

ference or an object advantage. The results reported confirm

the exceptional status of these languages even when ambigu-

ity and expectation are taken into consideration.

We raised the possibility that ObS-based reactivation may

explain the subject advantage in Japanese. It is also possi-

ble that simultaneous reactivation at the embedded verb can-

cels out any working-memory difference (Kwon et al, 2010),

therefore only accessibility has an effect in Japanese. But

there are at least two other alternatives that will also need

future research. The first alternative is that the working-

memory load difference is small in Japanese-type languages

because linear decay involves only one NP (see Figures 2ab).

If so, working memory may not be enough to explain the sub-

ject advantage in Dutch and German, for which the difference

between subject and object extraction is also of one NP only.

This would reinforce the need for another factor such as the

ObS to complement working-memory factors in order to ex-

plain the subject advantage in these languages.

Another possibility is that closure may be relevant be-

cause it flushes out verbatim material out of working memory.

Memory load is likely to decrease after closure is performed

on a phrase. Moreover, the load may vary across languages

depending on the timing of closure. In Japanese, a consis-

tently head-final language, closure is likely to be performed

immediately at the end of the phrase (for example at the verb

of an embedded clause). In contrast, head-initial languages

do not have a marker to indicate the end of the phrase; con-

sequently, closure may be delayed and memory load linger in

languages such as English. Mixed languages such as Chinese

may also fail to generate closure consistently at phrase end es-

pecially if the marker is a short functional word (e.g., de for

relative clauses) that can be easily skipped during reading.

In sum, a second factor apart from working-memory con-

straints is needed to explain the subject advantage in prenom-

inal/SOV relative clauses. This may provide an opportunity

to better understand how memory use is affected by processes

such as closure during language comprehension.
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